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[1] Eight years of microwave data from the Tropical
Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) satellite are used to
study the interannual variations of tropical instability waves
(TIWs) in the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans. SST signatures
of TIWs in the Pacific Ocean are strongest during the cold
phase of ENSO, when the cold tongue is most pronounced.
The waves are weak during the warm phase of ENSO. A
low-frequency Atlantic air-sea coupled equatorial mode
affects TIW activity in the Atlantic in a similar fashion.
Interannual variations in sea-surface temperatures due to
TIW activity can produce interannual variations in the
atmospheric mesoscale response. Citation: Wu, Q., and K. P.

Bowman (2007), Interannual variations of tropical instability

waves observed by the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission,

Geophys. Res. Lett., 34, L09701, doi:10.1029/2007GL029719.

1. Introduction

[2] Tropical instability waves (TIWs) appear in the trop-
ical Pacific and Atlantic Oceans as westward-propagating
oscillations of the temperature front between cold upwelling
equatorial water and warmer water to the north [Legeckis,
1977; Düing et al., 1975]. Figure 1 is a snapshot of
equatorial sea-surface temperature (SST) from July 2000,
showing cusp-shaped TIWs in the eastern parts of both
ocean basins. The existence of TIWs is attributed to the
instability of meridional shears associated with the strong
equatorial currents [Philander, 1978; Cox, 1980]. The zonal
wavelength, period, and phase speed of TIWs are about
1000–2000 km, 20–40 days and 0.3–0.6 m/s [Qiao and
Weisberg, 1995]. TIWs have a distinct seasonal cycle. In the
Pacific, waves appear in June and persist until early in the
following year. In the Atlantic, waves are present from June
to August. Another striking aspect of TIWs is their asym-
metry about the equator [Qiao and Weisberg, 1995].
[3] TIWs are an important aspect of equatorial ocean

dynamics and thermodynamics, as can be seen in their
influence on the momentum and heat balances. Hansen
and Paul [1984] found the horizontal eddy drag of the TIWs
on the South Equatorial Current (SEC) and North Equatorial
Countercurrent (NECC) to be the same order of magnitude
as the mean trade wind stress. The TIW-induced oceanic
eddy heat flux towards the equator has been shown to be
comparable to the Ekman heat flux away from the equator
and the large-scale net air-sea heat flux, at least in the
tropical Pacific basin [Hansen and Paul, 1984; Wang and
McPhaden, 1999]. TIWs also play an important role in
atmosphere-ocean coupling [Hayes et al., 1989].

[4] Since TIWs are visible as undulations of the SST
fields, it is natural to tie TIW activity to interannual
variations of SSTs in the Atlantic and Pacific basins.
Because the state of the cold tongue in the Pacific is
dominated by ENSO variability, in addition to the annual
cycle, a relationship between TIW activity and ENSO is to
be expected [Legeckis et al., 1983; Baturin and Niiler,
1997]. Due to the lack of observations in the ocean,
however, there are relatively few studies of the interannual
variations of TIWs. Contreras [2002] studied the interan-
nual variations of TIWs associated with ENSO in the
Pacific by using the Reynolds weekly SST analysis and
found that TIWs are strongest during the ENSO cold phase
(La Niña), but are weak or nonexistent during El Niño
events.
[5] Like ENSO in the equatorial Pacific, the equatorial

Atlantic has a similar coupled air-sea mode [Zebiak, 1993].
The Atlantic coupled-mode signal is less robust than the
corresponding Pacific ENSO signal, but is still well-defined.
The Atlantic mode signature is more tightly focused on the
equator and is situated proportionally farther to the west
within the basin than its Pacific counterpart. Caltabiano et
al. [2005] discussed some properties of TIW activity in the
Atlantic using the first four years of SST data from the
Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) satellite, but
they did not quantify the interannual variations of the TIWs.
Here we compare the ENSO influence on Pacific TIW
activity with the corresponding relationship between the
Atlantic coupled mode and Atlantic TIW variations.

2. Interannual Variability

[6] Eight years (1998 to 2005) of SST data from the
TRMM Microwave Imager (TMI) on the TRMM satellite
enable us to establish a climatological view of TIWs. The
lowest frequency (10.65 GHz) channel of the TMI pene-
trates non-raining clouds with little attenuation, giving a
clear view of the sea surface except in regions of strong
precipitation and near coasts. This is a distinct advantage
over the operational Reynolds SST analysis, which requires
cloud-free fields of view for the infrared sensors [Wentz et
al., 2000; Chelton, 2005; Chelton and Wentz, 2005]. Be-
cause the atmosphere is nearly transparent to microwave
radiation in non-raining conditions, the TMI provides an
essentially uninterrupted record of the SST signatures of
TIWs. Chelton et al. [2000] and Hashizume et al. [2001]
studied TIWs using the first year of TRMM data, which
necessarily precluded any analysis of interannual variability.
[7] The multivariate ENSO Index (MEI) is an index of

ENSO state based on six observed variables over the
tropical Pacific: sea-level pressure, zonal and meridional
components of the surface wind, sea surface temperature,
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surface air temperature, and total cloudiness fraction.
Negative values of the MEI represent the ENSO cold
phase (La Niña), while positive MEI values represent the
ENSO warm phase (El Niño). The MEI time series is
bimonthly, so the January value represents the December–
January period and is centered between the two months. In
the Atlantic the coupled mode index, ATL3, is defined by
Zebiak [1993] as the area-averaged SST anomaly over
3�N–3�S, 20�W – 0�. Figure 2 shows the MEI and ATL3
from 1998 to 2005, the period of interest here. Figure 2
shows the latter part of the strong 1997–98 El Niño, the
La Niña cold phase from mid-1998 to 2001, and the mild
warm phase after 2001 in the Pacific. In the Atlantic, a
warm phase shows up from 1998 to 1999 and a mild cold
phase shows up in 2000 and 2001. Both warm and cold
phases appear in the remaining four years. The correlation
between the MEI ENSO index and ATL3 index over this
8 year period is small (�0.4).
[8] In order to isolate TIW variability from other tem-

perature signals, such as the seasonal cycle, a filtering
scheme is used. The filter is designed using prior knowledge
of the approximate range of the period and wavelength of
the waves. Data are bandpass filtered in space by applying
moving averages of 5� and 12� in the zonal and in time by
applying moving averages of 20 and 40 days. For each year
the SST variance is used as an index of the amplitude of the
TIW. Using the bandpass filtered SSTs, the temporal vari-
ance is computed at each point, then averaged over the
active TIW region. The active TIW regions are defined in
the caption of Figure 3.
[9] Figure 3 shows scatter plots of TIW SST variance for

each basin as a function of the respective SST indices. In the
Pacific there is a clear negative correlation between the MEI
index and the SST signatures of TIWs. The TIW SST
variance decreases as the ENSO index increases, which
means that during La Niña periods TIWs have larger
variance, that is, stronger SST signatures of TIWs. TIWs
are most active in 1998 and 1999, which is during the strong
La Niña period following the 1997–98 El Niño. In the
Atlantic Ocean (Figure 3b), the scatter plot also shows a
clear negative correlation between the ATL3 index and the
SST signatures of TIWs. This indicates that the Atlantic
coupled mode influences TIW activity in the Atlantic Ocean
in the same sense as the ENSO phenomena in the Pacific.
TIWs are most active in 2001, which is during an ATL3
cool phase. TIWs are weakest in 1999, when ATL3 is in its
warmest phase. Meridional SST gradients are necessary for

the detection of TIWs in SSTs. That is, TIWs can be
observed using SSTs only when the cold tongue is well
developed. When SST gradients are weak, it is possible that
TIWs are present but they may not produce detectable
anomalies in the SST field.
[10] Following Hashizume et al. [2001] a linear regres-

sion technique is used to map the spatial structure of the
TIWs. Regression maps are created using the filtered SSTs
by regressing the SST time series at each location against
that at a reference point, chosen to be the point with the
largest TIW-related variance over the entire 8-year period.
In each panel the reference point for the regression is
indicated by a plus sign. The regression for the Pacific
Ocean (Figure 4) covers the period from June to December,
when the waves are most active. The most active TIWs in
this region extend from the equator to 6�N with a zonal
wavelength of about 10�. In some years TIWs can reach
8�N. The most intense waves are in the region between 140�
and 100�W. The longitudinal position of active TIWs varies
from year to year. During the La Niña phase, when the
equatorial cold tongue is well developed (e.g. 1998, 1999),
the most intense waves are displaced to the west. Evidence
of weak waves south of the equator is found in all years.
The SST perturbations south of the equator have smaller
amplitude than in the north, but appear to differ in phase by
about 180�. The amplitude asymmetry and the antisymmet-
ric phase are discussed by Chelton et al. [2000].
[11] In the Atlantic (Figure 5), the regression covers the

period June, July and August. The most active TIWs in this
region are from 0� to 35�W, and from the equator to 5�N,
with a wavelength of about 10�. Unlike the Pacific, the
location of waves varies only slightly from year to year.
This is not surprising given the relative size of the basins

Figure 1. TIWs as seen in TMI SST for a 3-day period ending on 2000-07-23. The grey spots in the ocean represent
missing TMI SST data. The rectangle shows the region used to calculate the ATL3 index.

Figure 2. MEI ENSO and ATL3 index from 1998 to 2005.
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and the large geographical extent of SST changes in the
Pacific related to ENSO.

3. Discussion

[12] In this study 8 years of high-quality SST observa-
tions by the TMI instrument on the TRMM satellite are used
to examine the relationship between interannual climate
variations, as measured by ENSO and ATL3 indices, and
TIW activity in the tropical Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. To
our knowledge, this is the first study to address the
interannual variability of Atlantic TIW activity and the
Atlantic air-sea coupled mode.

[13] During the study period, SST variance due to TIWs
varies by factors of about 3 in both basins. In the Pacific,
TIWs are displaced westward during La Niña events. This
displacement does not occur in the smaller Atlantic basin
during similar cold periods. Cold (La Niña) conditions in
the Pacific in 1999 coincided with active TIW conditions.
By contrast, in the Atlantic during 1999 SSTs were warm
and wave activity was weak. The year 1999, which was
used in the 1-year study by Hashizume et al. [2001], was an
extreme year in both basins and should not be taken as
typical of longer-term conditions. Because the tropical
atmosphere is influenced by TIW SSTs [Hayes et al.,
1989; Xie et al., 1998; Chelton et al., 2001; Hashizume et

Figure 3. (a) Pacific TIW variance as a function of ENSO index (MEI) and (b) Atlantic TIW variance as a function of the
Atlantic coupled mode index (ATL3). Pacific TIW variance is from June to December in the region from 180� to 80�Wand
0� to 5�N; Atlantic TIW variance is from June to August in the region from 0� to 35�W and 0� to 5�N. The legend in each
panel gives the square of the correlation coefficient (r2) and the confidence level (p) for a linear least-squares fit.

Figure 4. Annual regression maps of SST in the Pacific Ocean for 1998 to 2005 for the period from June to December.
The plus sign represents the reference point of the regressions. The contour interval is 0.4 k.
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al., 2001]] interannual variations in TIWs can lead to
interannual variations in the climate of the tropical atmo-
sphere, at least on the mesoscale and possibly at larger scales
(Q. Wu and K. P. Bowman, Multi-year satellite observations
of the atmospheric response to tropical Atlantic instability
waves, submitted to Journal of Geophysical Research,
2007).
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Figure 5. Annual regression maps for SST in the Atlantic Ocean for 1998 to 2005 for the period of JJA. The plus sign
represents the reference point of the regressions. The contour interval is 0.4 k.
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